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The Following Questions were asked in regards to contract 1082-2020-0006 

• Do we have to have a location in the catchment area or just be able to provide services to the 
catchment area?  Per the common errors document we have to have an office in the catchment 
area.  However in Section B it states we must be able to provide services to that area, not 
necessarily be in that area.  For example, our office is in Denver County but not East I-25, but we 
are able to provide services to those area with our current office location.   

 
Answer:  Vendors must be able to provide services in the catchment area.   Per section B vendors 
must be capable of providing services within a geographic area encompassing Denver County south 
of Alameda and East of I-25. 
Per Section L Background Statement point b indicates “state expressly each performance site at 
which the offeror and any proposed subcontractors intend to provide services in response to this 
solicitation. Proposed sites shall be located within the solicitation’s identified catchment area.”    

• In Section B it is states that this contract will cover Substance Use, Mental Health and Sex 
Offender Services.  However, in the required services only SO related services are listed.  Does 
that mean we are required to provide SO services listed, but the contract will also cover 
Substance and Mental Health should we offer it? 

Answer:  The exact wording of that section says, "The United States District Court for the District of 
Colorado is soliciting a vendor to provide substance use, mental health, and/or sex offender treatment 
services."  Please note the use of and/or.  In this case it is only sex offender treatment services. 

• If Substance Use is covered in this contract are we required to be a licensed facility to provide 
services? 

Answer:  As noted above this solicitation is only for sex offender services. 

• In section F.1 it discusses the requirements for outpatient and urine surveillance.  Since these are 
not part of the required services listing am I safe in assuming that these are required if we offer 
these services but would not hinder me from winning the contract?  

Answer:  This is standard wording and would ONLY apply if we were requesting those services in 
Section B. 

The Following Questions were asked in regards to contract 1082-2020-0005 

• Do we have to have a location in the catchment area or just be able to provide services to 
the catchment area?  Per the common errors document we have to have an office in the 
catchment area.  However in Section B it states we must be able to provide services to 
that area, not necessarily be in that area.  For example, our office is in Denver County but 
in a location that we are able to provide services to Jefferson county clients. 

Answer:  Answer:  Vendors must be able to provide services in the catchment area.   Per section B 
vendors must be capable of providing services within a geographic area encompassing Jefferson 
County 



Per Section L Background Statement point b indicates “state expressly each performance site at 
which the offeror and any proposed subcontractors intend to provide services in response to this 
solicitation. Proposed sites shall be located within the solicitation’s identified catchment area.”    

 

• In Section B it is states that this contract will cover Substance Use, Mental Health and 
Sex Offender Services.  However, in the required services only SO related services are 
listed.  Does that mean we are required to provide SO services listed, but the contract will 
also cover Substance and Mental Health should we offer it? 

Answer:  The exact wording of that section says, "The United States District Court for the District of 
Colorado is soliciting a vendor to provide substance use, mental health, and/or sex offender treatment 
services."  Please note the use of and/or.  In this case it is only sex offender treatment services. 

• If Substance Use is covered in this contract are we required to be a licensed facility to 
provide services? 

Answer:  As noted above this solicitation is only for sex offender services. 

• In section F.1 it discusses the requirements for outpatient and urine surveillance.  Since 
these are not part of the required services listing am I safe in assuming that these are 
required if we offer these services but would not hinder me from winning the contract? 

Answer:  This is standard wording and would ONLY apply if we were requesting those services in 
Section B. 

 

 
 


